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HOW OUR INDUSTRY IS GIVING
BACK DURING CORONAVIRUS
During this seemingly never-ending pandemic, it feels like all we hear is doom
and gloom. Negativity surrounds us in the news, from our family and friends,
and social media. We rarely hear about the good, but it’s out there. Take a look
at your integrator peers for one.
You all have been chipping in wherever you can to help other essential workers, feeding families, and so much more. We at Total Tech Summit, CE Pro,
Security Sales & Integration, and Commercial Integrator are so proud to be a part
of this incredible industry. Thank you for all that you do!
Read on to see how integrators from across different verticals are helping
during the Coronavirus outbreak.
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COURTESY DRAPER

Draper Donating, Sewing Masks
to Help Local Hospital

Draper employees are assisting

Staff members of the Spiceland, Ind., screen and shade manufacturer have donated 1,200+ paper and N95 masks; others spending time sewing more into production in coronavirus outbreak.
by D. Craig MacCormack

COVID-19 crisis.

A handful of Draper employees are putting their sewing knowledge to good
use in the fight against the coronavirus outbreak as they’re crafting masks for
local medical professionals to use while they treat COVID-19 victims and help
to prevent others from becoming part of the pandemic.
Draper staffers donated about 1,200 paper and N95 masks they found in
the Spiceland, Ind., factory to Henry County Memorial Hospital at the end of
March and hope to find more sewing machines so they can increase their output of mask production, says president Chris Broome.
“We’re continuing to look for more ways we can use our resources to help,”
he says. “We’re always looking for ways to contribute. One of the things we
realized is we had masks, and that our local hospital needed them more than
we do.
“It is great to see our employees looking for ways that they and Draper can
help,” says Broome.
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the effort to provide masks to
an Indiana hospital during the

Employees Helping Community Cause
Draper employees were inspired by stories of people across the country and
around the world doing whatever they can to help other during the pandemic,
says Broome. Several of them said they could sew and asked if they could start
a makeshift mask production line.
“I have been sewing at Draper for over 30 years,” said Barb Russell in a recent
Draper blog post. “When I saw stories about the need for masks, I thought this
is something I could help with.
“I’m concerned for my co-workers and community and, if providing masks
helps contain the spread of the virus, then I feel it’s what I should do. We just
want to contribute any way we can,” she said.
Draper used to do “quite a bit of sewing” of its shades and projection screens
but they don’t do it as much these days, says Broome.
“The hope is we’ll be able to produce (masks) for quite some time,” says
Broome.
“It’s something we have the ability to do. We wouldn’t have done it in the
past. It just came up with the current situation.
“We have the equipment and we have some people who can do it, and given
the current need, it seemed like the right thing to do. It’s really neat when people get involved and they want to help,” he says.
Draper is also considering other pandemic-related products it can produce,
including face shields, says Broome. ■
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Almo Partners with State of California,
Bloom Energy to Restore Ventilators for
Healthcare Workers
Old and out-of-warranty ventilators are being refurbished by
Bloom Energy Corp. and Almo Corporation as a way to aid the
healthcare industry during the coronavirus pandemic.
by CE Pro Editors
Bloom Energy Corp. and Almo Corporation are joining forces to refurbish
unused, out-of-warranty ventilators and ship them to state agencies and hospitals across the country as an increasing number of patients experience critical respiratory issues as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.
Bloom is refurbishing the ventilators, while Almo is using its national logistics network to ship the ventilators to and from Bloom’s manufacturing facilities in California and Delaware for refurbishment and to the state agencies and
hospitals that need them the most.
The Society of Critical Care Medicine estimates that 960,000 coronavirus
patients in the U.S. may need to be put on ventilators, but there are only about
200,000 such working machines available.
According to Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases, there are 12,700 ventilators in the national “stock-
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pile.” Thousands more of them sit idle, having reached their end-of-service life.
Bloom is working with biomedical engineers at Stanford Health Care to test
the functionality of its refurbished ventilators.
“This is our call to action,” said Bloom Energy founder, chairman and CEO KR
Sridhar in the joint announcement. “We have to help. Manufacturing is in our
DNA and we believe that it allows our country to stand strong, especially during a time of crisis and need.
“Like our customers and the communities we serve, we are strong and we
are resilient,” said Sridar in the announcement.

Why Almo and Bloom Energy Got Together
for Coronavirus Assistance
California Governor Gavin Newsom reached out to Sridhar for support in the
third week of March and state officials gave Bloom Energy 24 unused ventilators that had been idle by the following Friday. Bloom engineers figured out
how to fix them and completely refurbished all 24 by Saturday afternoon.
With that turnaround time, the company estimates it could refurbish up to
one thousand a week.
“Bloom Energy is stepping up to meet this moment,” said Newsom in the
announcement. “This is a great story about Californians looking out for each
other. Ventilators provide the most effective intervention for COVID-19
patients in critical care, and the units being refurbished here will save lives.”
“One plus one plus one is greater than three,” said Sridhar in the joint
announcement. “Community isn’t defined just by physical proximity; it’s coming together in a time of need to act in the interest of the greater good. That’s
what this partnership represents, and we certainly welcome others to join.”
Almo has more than 2.5 million square feet of distribution space in eight
warehouses across the country.
“Our focus has always been on family — the health and safety of our local
community and people of this nation is our priority now and we want to do
what we can to help in this time of crisis,” said Almo Corporation president and
CEO Warren Chaiken in the joint announcement.
“Our logistics processes are organized and efficient, which puts us in
a great position to receive the refurbished ventilators from Bloom and
quickly get them to state agencies and healthcare facilities so they can be
immediately put to use,” he said.
If you have or know of any organizations that have out-of-service ventilators, would like to partner with Bloom and Almo on this effort, or to
learn more, visit www.bloomenergy.com/ventilators, email ventilators@
bloomenergy.com or call 1 (888) 544-2644. ■
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AtlasIED Manufacturing, Distributing Free
Face Shields During Coronavirus Outbreak
Free WINshield fabrication and distribution to health care facilities
and others who need COVID-19 protection will continue as long as
the need exists. by CI Editors
AtlasIED has overhauled its production line and moved some of its assemblers
off manufacturing some of the company’s core products in an effort to help
health care facilities as they continue to help patients dealing with the coronavirus by instead fabricating WINshields, which it’s giving away free.
“We have to find these face shields some homes in the areas that have been
hit hardest,” says Michael Hambrick, director of manufacturing and logistics
for AtlasIED. Those who need the face shields can log on to the AtlasIED home
page and click the FREE Face Shield Request link at the top of the page.
The form asks for basic contact information and the number of WINshields
requested.
“We are grateful for all the first responders and front-line workers who are
fighting daily to save lives, and support our country’s recovery,” says Hambrick.
“We are working hard to keep [WINshields] in stock and to ship them to as
many locations as needed.”
AtlasIED will work to honor as many requests for free WINshields as it gets,
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says Hambrick, with health care facilities getting priority during the COVID19 pandemic. They will continue to make them in the company’s Ennis, Texas,
facility “as long as there is a demand,” he says.
UPDATE, April 15, 2020: AtlasIED has gotten
requests for more than 25,000 WINshields in the first
four days since announcing their availability and say
they have reached their production capacity for the
moment. Company officials will announce an update
as they catch up on the current list of requests. Health
care facilities will get first priority in order fulfillment.

Why ATlasIED is Making WINshields
WINshields are built entirely by AtlasIED staff,
says Hambrick. The company had to source all the
material and its engineers worked through the
manufacturing process down to cutting the plastic
shields on its laser cutter.
“The team really came together, and the first
batch was ready to ship within 10 days of [president] John [Ivey]’s ‘order’ to do it,” he says. “It was
really an incredible team effort.”
AtlasIED’s manufacturing and distribution of
WINshields joins many other AV-centric efforts to do something to help people
who need it most during this pandemic across the U.S. and around the world.
In some cases, it’s meant stopping production on products the company has
planned to sell to produce the face shields, masks and other items that can be
of assistance in health care facilities and other segments on the so-called front
lines of the coronavirus fight. ■
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Immersive theater experiences
will enable homeowners to feel
outdoor experiences even though
they are inside.

Infinite Electronics Produces and Donates
3D-Printed Reusable Face Shields
Infinite Electronics donating 3D-printed face shields to health care
workers who are working to control the spread of the coronavirus
around the world. by CI Editors
Infinite Electronics, Inc. is using its 3-D printing capabilities that are usually
reserved for electronic components to produce reusable medical face shields
in an effort to aid healthcare workers battling the COVID-19 pandemic.
Infinite Electronics has begun manufacturing general-use medical face
shields that can protect the entire face area of medical workers currently experiencing a shortage of personal protection equipment (PPE).
The company is utilizing its 3-D printer to make the protective gear and has
just completed its first lot of face shields.
“The COVID-19 pandemic is affecting the entire world right now, so we
began to think of ways that we could help using technology we already have,”
said Infinite Electronics president and CEO Penny Cotner in the company
announcement.
“With these reusable plastic face shields, we are able to help protect those
who are most at risk on the frontlines battling this illness. We are happy to be
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able to contribute to easing the shortage of PPE supplies to healthcare workers. We are donating the face shields to as many healthcare resources as possible,” she said.

How AV Companies Are Helping
Infinite Electronics has already shipped their first order of face shields and has
received more orders to fulfill. These face shields can be used by any healthcare provider at risk of coming into contact with sick and at-risk patients in
any medical environment.
Budmen Industries is responsible for the design of this 3-D printed face
shield and graciously shared the design files with Infinite Electronics.
Of course, Infinite Electronics isn’t the only company that’s working to help
those in need during the COVID-19 outbreak.
Draper employees have been sewing masks for local hospitals and exploring
the possibility of building face shields they can donate to health care workers
on the front lines of the fight against the spread of the pandemic.
Innovox Audio staffers have been building face shields they are donating to
those who need it as the coronavirus continue its spread around the world and
Mad Systems’ leadership team is making masks and working on creating ventilators. ■
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Innovox Building Face Shields for Local
Senior Citizens During Coronavirus
Outbreak While Still Crafting Loudspeakers
Innovox Audio production lines putting in some serious these days
to help keep people in the Twin Cities safe during the COVID-19
pandemic. by CI Editors
While still busy manufacturing loudspeakers, the crew at Innovox Audio is
building face shields for local senior living communities around the greater
Minneapolis/St. Paul area to give them an extra layer of protection in the fight
against the spread of the coronavirus.
As you might imagine, CEO Chris Oswood and product design engineer are a
bit skittish about taking any sort of victory lap for doing what they think is the
right thing to protect people during the COVID-19 pandemic, but their neighbors certainly appreciate the gesture on their behalf.
“Today I picked up an order of face shields for Walker Methodist—750
shields crafted to protect the health care teams serving our seniors,” said Mary
Ryan, corporate director at Walker Methodist Senior Living Facility.
“I couldn’t hug them, but I will when this whole crisis is over. Bless you
Chris and Arnaud. Your hands have created a guard to keep our people safe. I
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am forever grateful and honored to know you. Look for the Helpers. They are
Here,” she said.

Why Innovox Is Making Face Shields
Due to material shortages, the Innovox team is still determining how many
face shields they can assemble, but say they will continue as long as the need
and supplies are there. Please understand, though, this isn’t about grabbing
headlines or good publicity. It’s about people helping people.
“Arnaud asked how I’d feel about producing something outside our regular
product line to help quickly battle the pandemic,” says Oswood. “We agreed it
would be a good idea in concept, but didn’t really have anything in mind.
A day later he came back with a manufacturable design for face shields, and
within three days, we shipped the first 750 pieces. We build a lot of speakers
for telemedicine, but it’s really nice to be able to do something that helps out
immediately,” he says. ■
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Mad Systems Leadership Building Masks
and Ventilators for Health Care Workers’
Fight in Coronavirus Outbreak
Mad Systems founder Maris Ensing and owner Tricia Ensing fabricating masks and prototype ventilators to help people on the front
lines of COVID-19 fight. by D. Craig MacCormack
Mad Systems owner Tricia Ensing and her husband, company founder Maris
Ensing, are stuck at home like most other people during the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, but unlike the families that are using their downtime to make
dancing videos, they’re trying to do their part to flatten the outbreak’s curve.
The Ensings are fabricating masks for health care workers and Maris Ensing
is hoping to move forward on a ventilator prototype he says can be used for
patients who are in “sub-critical” care at a time when critical components are
at a premium.
“Every night, we have a production line” to make facemasks for local hospitals and health care providers and for Mad Systems staff,” says Maris Ensing.
Tricia Ensing, is spending her nights at home “doing the hard work” of building
masks with metal wires in them. Maris is helping by cutting patterns, he says.
Tricia Ensing has made about 60 masks so far and has enough material for
another couple of hundred, her husband says.
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Joann Fabric Stores offer curbside delivery of materials. The first batch went
to a hospital in Bakersfield, Calif., and Tricia Ensing is confirming a destination
for the second batch.
“It’s a drop in the ocean, but if everyone adds a drop into the ocean, it’s
amazing what kind of a flow you can generate,” he said. “Keeping our health
care workers healthy is extremely important.”
The masks the Ensings are fabricating at home are not N95-certified but will
last longer than disposable masks and can be affixed with N95 filters for those
who need them, says Maris Ensing.
“We can help health care workers keep going, even if it’s only a few here and
there,” he says.
“Anybody who’s met Trish knows she cares about people and cares about
these kinds of things. When this came up and it became obvious we had a lack
of masks everywhere in the country, that’s just her nature.”

Doing Their Part in the Coronavirus Fight
Maris Ensing is also trying to find help from government or health care officials
in moving beyond his recent prototype of a ventilator that health care staffers
on the front lines of the COVID-19 recovery effort can use for their patients.
His prototype features what Ensing calls “a non-invasive method of providing positive pressure,” he says. Users can increase oxygen levels as needed for
patients dealing with coronavirus symptoms. A valve at the end of Ensing’s
prototype ventilator stop the lungs from fully deflating, he says.
His goal, he says, is to reduce health care staffs’ reliance on the critical ventilators being used in ICUs primarily for coronavirus patients for patients in socalled subcritical care. Ensing was inspired by an idea in Italy where designers
are using 3D printing, a process he says is too slow for mass production.
“If we can reduce our reliance on that by creating hundreds or thousands of
these, at least we can have some positive impact on our society,” says Maris
Ensing. “You can’t just make an intubated ventilator safely as an amateur
effort.”
Ensing met this weekend with University of California-Irvine staff and
other places around the U.S. who are mostly working on building mechanical
ventilators.
He says his design “is viable and has merit,” according to those people and
a local pulmonologist, so he’s now trying to connect with government officials across the country, including in California and New York, and political
commentators “to see if I can get the political will to push this so that we can
help.” ■
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Tricia and Maris Ensing are using
their time at home during the
COVID-19 pandemic to fabricate
masks and prototype new ventilator designs.

COPS Donates Laptops to Help
Quarantined Veterans Connect With Family
The laptops donated to the Veterans Memorial Home in New Jersey are shared among residents so they can unite with family and
loved ones. by SSI Staff
WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. — Residents of the Veterans Memorial Home in Vineland, NJ., who are under quarantine because of the coronavirus crisis, can
stay in close contact with loved ones thanks to a donation of laptops by COPS
Monitoring.
In just a few short months, and with no clear end in sight, the pandemic has
already tallied nearly 1.5 million confirmed cases, contributed to more than
85,000 fatalities worldwide, and has either infected or affected millions more
in 184 countries across the globe. Experts say that adults 60 and older, especially those with preexisting medical conditions, are more likely to have a more
severe and even deadly COVID-19 infection than other age groups.
With such high stakes, weeks ago and with great haste, thousands of retirement, nursing, and veterans memorial homes across the country closed their
doors to outsiders to protect vulnerable residents. The same holds true for the
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United States Air Force Veteran
Adolphe (Bill) Engler and his
wife, Judy.

Veterans Memorial Home, New Jersey’s oldest continually operating veteran’s
institution.
Opened in 1899, Vineland has been providing services to New Jersey Veterans from every war or armed conflict since the Civil War. Still, despite its long
history, steadfast commitment, and extensive experience, the COVID-19 represents a new challenge as the isolation caused an abrupt separation from loved
ones.
Several studies have shown a direct correlation between meaningful family
involvement and enhanced resident quality of life.
“Both my parents live in the Veterans Memorial Home in Vineland, and they
closed the doors to visitors on March 13,” says Colleen Croge, executive assistant at COPS Monitoring. “I’m glad they
did because they don’t have a single case
of the coronavirus in the whole facility. I
feel pretty good about that, but I visit my
parents regularly, and I haven’t been able
to see them for more than three weeks. I
have no idea when I’ll be able to visit them
and my dad has been battling some serious
health issues. I’ve seen some visitors talking through the glass to their family, but my
parents live on the third floor and they’re confined to their room or floor for the
most part to minimize the risk of contracting the virus.”
Faced with this predicament, Colleen turned to COPS with an imaginative
proposal.
“Colleen knows that we have an inventory of laptops to support our employees working from home during this time, and to prepare for remote dispatching to the millions of alarm users that we monitor nationwide, in the event it
becomes necessary,” says Jim McMullen, president of COPS Monitoring. “When
Colleen asked if she could borrow a computer so she could video chat with her
parents, we didn’t hesitate. Our entire organization is built on the foundation
of people helping people, and I was happy to help Colleen connect with her
parents.”
“When I delivered the laptop, I was greeted by the staff outside. They were
completely covered in protective gear,” Colleen recountss. “They took the laptop inside to be disinfected, and we scheduled a time later that day to video
chat with my mom and dad.”
A few hours later, Colleen was able to see and talk with her parents. Holding back the tears, she described her 40-minute call with her parents including
their reaction to their very first video call, and how much it affected them both

“Many of us take for granted the ability to
be connected with the ones we care about
most, and we tend to underestimate what
happens when that connection is suddenly
interrupted,” continues McMullen.
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to see and talk to each other face-to-face again. Later, the Vineland Veterans
Memorial Home called Colleen to share just how much their demeanor and
overall outlook had improved after their video chat.
“Many of us take for granted the ability to be connected with the ones we
care about most, and we tend to underestimate what happens when that connection is suddenly interrupted,” continues McMullen. “Colleen’s experience
with her parents prompted us to donate additional laptops, so others can have
similar experiences.”
The laptops donated by COPS to the Veterans Memorial Home are shared
amongst its residents so they too can reconnect with family and loved ones
from across the globe in a time when they need it most.

How You Can Help
Even with new and proposed funding to the VA, budgets may not allow for further and unanticipated items such as laptops. COPS Monitoring is encouraging
people to contact their local VA and other retirement and nursing homes to
discuss how you can donate new and used laptops in working condition so its
residents can connect with their families during this difficult time. ■
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Mission 500 Teams With Feeding America
to Provide 1M Meals
Security industry professionals are being asked to support the
cause, which will help feed families effected by the coronavirus
crisis. by SSI Staff
MIAMI — Mission 500 is partnering with Feeding America, a hunger relief
organization, to help families in crisis across the United States during the coronavirus pandemic. Security industry professionals are being asked to support
the cause, which has a goal to raise $100,000 to secure one million meals.
“The COVID-19 pandemic is a crisis of epic proportions affecting every people from every walk of life around the world, and will affect those families
who were already struggling to make ends meet the hardest,” says Ken Gould,
Chairman of the Board, Mission 500. “While many in our industry will face
health and financial hardships, it’s important that we do not forget the scores
of families and children who have little to nothing to fall back on during these
trying times. Please consider supporting the Million Meal Challenge we have
launched in partnership with Feeding America.”
Mission 500’s first milestone goal is to raise $10,000, which Hikvision USA
has agreed to match the first $5,000 donated. Following are multiple ways
security industry professionals can contribute:
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Individuals:
› Contribute directly
› Ask industry colleagues, friends and family to contribute
› Promote through your personal social media channels
› Shop on AmazonSmile using Mission 500 as your organization of choice.
During the challenge, all proceeds
earned through the website will be used
toward the initiative
Corporate sponsors:
› Contribute a donation on behalf of the
company
› Offer to match some or all of your
employees’ donations
› Promote the cause through social
media channels

“The COVID-19 pandemic is a crisis of epic
proportions affecting every people from
every walk of life around the world, and
will affect those families who were already
struggling to make ends meet the hardest,”
says Ken Gould, Chairman of the Board,
Mission 500.

“The COVID-19 crisis has created unprecedented uncertainty. With schools
closed and many people out of work, hunger is a dire problem in our communities,” says Marianne Chew, Hikvision USA director of marketing. “Working
together, we can make a difference. Hikvision USA is very grateful to have the
opportunity to work with Mission 500, Feeding America, and others in the
security industry to support children and families in need.”
For more information, go here. ■
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